ANNUAL AWARDS

The Following Academic and Service Awards were presented on May 22, 2013

PROFESSOR OF THE YEAR
Glenn Okun
Professor of Management Practice and Clinical Professor of Management and Entrepreneurship

ADMINISTRATOR OF THE YEAR
Diana Hyde
Associate Director, Office of Student Engagement

The Leonard N. Stern School of Business Alumni Association Award for highest achievement and scholastic attainment
Ashish V. Thakkar

The Dean's Award for outstanding scholarship
Eric A. Fluck
Philipp Hacker
Danyal Hussain
Megan E. Kakani
Fabian M. Loehner
Osman Rathore
Benjamin D. Robinson
Kevin A. Staight
Gaurav Vohra

The Kenshin Oshima Prize presented to the student(s) with the highest academic achievement at the end of the first year of M.B.A. study
Eric A. Fluck
Philipp Hacker
Kevin A. Staight

The W. Edwards Deming Award awarded by Delta Pi Sigma to a distinguished student who has demonstrated excellence in the field of statistics
Michael R. Peres

The Ernest Kurnow Award given to a graduating student exemplifying excellence in the field of statistics
Yinfeng Huang

The Harold Price Entrepreneurship Award established by The Price Institute for Entrepreneurial Studies, for students pursuing an entrepreneurial career who have attained outstanding achievement in entrepreneurial studies and student leadership
Daniel A. Tredicce
Nitin Wadhwa

The Money Marketeers Marcus Nadler Award for attaining the highest scholastic ranking in the area of banking and finance
Danyal Hussain

The Money Marketeers International Award to a graduating international student who has attained the highest scholastic rating in the field of banking and finance
Fabian M. Loehner

The Money Marketeers Prize for excellence in the field of banking and finance
Bilge Tanyeri

The Herman E. Krooss Award established in memory of Professor Herman E. Krooss, for completing the course of studies with distinction and presenting an outstanding doctoral dissertation
Beibei Li

THE FIVE HEROES AWARD
Krzysztof Bidewicz
Kevin Cooper
Benjamin Moore
Kathleen O'Connell
Edward Spurgeon

THE DEVIL'S CORNER AWARD
established by the alumni association for outstanding student in accounting
Eesh Gupta

THE THIRD EYE AWARD
established by the alumni association for outstanding student in finance
Deepak Agarwal

EXCELLENT GRADUATE AWARD
established by the alumni association for academic excellence
Justine Earnest

EXCELLENCE AWARD
established by the alumni association for academic excellence
Marina Streltsova
THE SHIGEKUNI KAWAMURA (M.B.A. 1958) AWARD
established in memory of our distinguished alumnus, member of the Stern Board of Overseers and NYU Trustee, for outstanding academic achievement in the area of international business
KRZYSZTOF D. KOPANSKI
KEVIN A. STAIGHT

THE HAROLD W. MACDOWELL AWARD
established to honor the memory of the long-time director of the doctoral program at the Leonard N. Stern School of Business, awarded to the Ph.D. graduate who best exemplifies qualities of and dedication to scholarship
EESHA SHARMA

THE JAY WYNER AWARD
established in memory of distinguished alumnus Jay S. Wyner (M.B.A. 1960), for a graduating student with an undergraduate degree in engineering who has demonstrated academic excellence
DEEPAK THOMAS

EXCELLENCE IN ACCOUNTING AWARD
for academic achievement in accounting
JUSTIN M. COSTELLO

EXCELLENCE IN ECONOMICS AWARD
for academic achievement in economics
MARY COURTNEY REAGAN

EXCELLENCE IN MANAGEMENT AWARD
for academic achievement in management
JULIA WHEELER KIVITZ

EXCELLENCE IN MARKETING AWARD
for academic achievement in marketing
SAU MAN WONG

IMPACT AWARDS
for academic and extracurricular achievement in entertainment, media, and technology
TAJ M. CORINALDI
for academic and extracurricular achievement in law and business
NACHUM U. RYBAK
for academic and extracurricular achievement in social innovation and impact
TIMOTHY E. LETTS

THE BETA GAMMA SIGMA ALUMNI IN NEW YORK CITY AWARD
for outstanding character, scholastic achievement, participation in collegiate affairs, and potential for civic, business, or professional leadership
BILGE TANYERI

PRESIDENT’S SERVICE AWARDS
for distinguished service and contribution to New York University and the community were presented on April 17, 2013
ENTERTAINMENT, MEDIA & TECHNOLOGY ASSOCIATION ENTREPRENEURS EXCHANGE CLUB

THE ALEX S. AUERBACH AWARD
presented to a first-year, full-time MBA student for meritorious service to the School, University, and community
SHAWN MCCLAIN

THE KENNETH G. LANGONE AWARD
presented to a continuing part-time MBA student for meritorious service to the School, University, and community
ALCIBIADES MONTAS

THE STERN SCHOOL SERVICE AWARDS
for meritorious service to the School, University, and community
COREY BLAY
AUSTIN L.A. CLEMENTS
JASON MICHAEL DUGGAN
KELLY GOLDSION
KENNETH P. HERRERA
THOMAS ANDREW MCKINLEY
MICHAEL E. ROONEY
DANIEL A. SAAT
GUSTAVO FEDERICO TATSCH
ASHLEY BRENNA TAYLOR

THE JOSEPH H. TAGGART AWARD
established by the alumni of the Leonard N. Stern School of Business, for significant contributions and service to the School and to the University
MARCIA HELENA FRIEDKIN